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METRICS IN PROJECTIVE DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY: THE
GEOMETRY OF SOLUTIONS TO THE METRIZABILITY EQUATION
KEEGAN FLOOD AND A. ROD GOVER
Abstract. Pseudo-Riemannian metrics with Levi-Civita connection in the projective
class of a given torsion free affine connection can be obtained from (and are equivalent
to) the maximal rank solutions of a certain overdetermined projectively invariant differ-
ential equation often called the metrizability equation. Dropping this rank assumption
we study the solutions to this equation given less restrictive generic conditions on its pro-
longed system. In this setting we find that the solution stratifies the manifold according
to the strict signature (pointwise) of the solution and does this in way that locally gener-
alizes the stratification of a model, where the model is, in each case, a corresponding Lie
group orbit decomposition of the sphere. Thus the solutions give curved generalizations
of such embedded orbit structures. We describe the smooth nature of the strata and de-
termine the geometries of each of the different strata types; this includes a metric on the
open strata that becomes singular at the strata boundary, with the latter a type of pro-
jective infinity for the given metric. The approach reveals and exploits interesting highly
non-linear relationships between different linear geometric partial differential equations.
Apart from their direct significance, the results show that, for the metrizability equa-
tion, strong results arising for so-called normal BGG solutions, and the corresponding
projective holonomy reduction, extend to a far wider class of solutions. The work also
provides new results for the projective compactification of scalar-flat metrics.
1. Introduction
On geometric manifolds the natural overdetermined partial differential equations gov-
ern a variety of key phenomena including symmetry (such as the Killing equation on
infinitesimal isometries), so-called hidden symmetries, and also many equations directly
governing geometric structure [4, 11, 22, 28, 31, 46]. It turns out that a solution of such
an equation can often stratify the manifold in an important way. A problem of classical
interest is to determine the possible zero locus of solutions of the Killing equation, the
conformal Killing equation, and related symmetry equations [2, 21, 37, 38]. In cases there
is some relation to the determination of nodal sets (as for eigenfunctions of Laplacian cf.
[33, 48, 49]) but in general there are also important differences because of the greater
number of equations controlling the solution. Indeed, for a given overdetermined PDE
and solution thereof, there is potentially very rich information available; for example
the various strata on the same given manifold can encode different geometries that are
strikingly different (see e.g. [29]). Evidently, in such cases the solution smoothly relates
these different geometries and so can be used as a tool for studying one in terms of the
other in the spirit of the geometric holography program (cf. [24, 25, 30, 32, 42]). Thus
given a particular overdetermined partial differential equation on a given manifold the
first important problems for solutions (or perhaps some distinguished class of solutions)
are: (i) To determine the nature of the strata, e.g. are they smoothly embedded sub-
manifolds of some dimension or rather more complicated variety type structures? (ii) To
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determine in detail any geometries induced on the different strata. (iii) To understand
how the geometries on neighboring strata are related.
Toward capturing the nature of the strata, the geometries they determine, as well as the
relation between these, rather general results are available in [13] and [14]. For a vast class
of overdetermined linear partial differential equations and solutions thereof, the so-called
normal solutions of first BGG equations, these sources show that the stratifications must
be locally diffeomorphic to stratifications arising in simpler model cases and moreover
the different strata carry Cartan geometries that are, in a precise way, curved analogues
of the Klein (i.e. homogeneous) geometries on the corresponding strata of the model.
However at this stage it seems the approach in these sources does not extend beyond
these special normal solutions (these are solutions that correspond to suitable Cartan
holonomy reductions). The question then arises as to whether similar results might be
available for more general solutions.
On an n-manifold M with an affine connection ∇ an interesting question is whether
there is a metric on M with the same geodesics, up to reparametrization, as ∇. Here
and throughout n ≥ 2. It is a result of Mikes and Sinjukov [45, 47] that this non-linear
problem can be recast in terms of an equivalent linear PDE problem: there is such a
metric if and only if there is a rank-n symmetric contravariant 2-tensor ζbc that satisfies
the equation
(1) trace-free(∇aζbc) = 0,
where we employ an obvious (abstract) index notation. In the case that there exists
such a full rank solution of (1) then the corresponding (inverse) metric is given by gbc =
sgn(τ)τζbc, where τ := det(ζ) is a suitable determinant of ζ defined in expression (7).
This equation and surrounding questions have been the subject of intense recent interest
and considerable progress [3, 6, 20, 22, 23, 28, 36, 40, 41, 43], and there is growing interest
in the related c-projective analogue see e.g. [8, 44].
In the current article we study the solutions of this metrizability equation (1). Given its
interpretation the first important issue for any solution ζ is the nature of its degeneracy
locus D(ζ), that is the set of points where the rank of ζ is less than n. On such a
set there is in general no metric, but, as we shall see, (given mild restrictions) there is
interesting geometry and one of our aims is to determine this and also an understanding
of how it arises from the ambient metric which is available on the open set where ζ
has maximal rank. This ambient metric is singular along D(ζ). The problem is of
direct interest because of strong links with the program of projectively compactifying
complete non-compact Riemannian and pseudo-Riemannian metrics, as developed and
studied in [10, 11, 12]. Indeed, although ostensibly we study a different problem, the
current article provides a new perspective on the projective compactification of metrics
with scalar curvature pointwise bounded away from zero and strong new results for the
projective compactification of scalar-flat metrics (see Corollary 4.16). In addition to these
motivations, the equation (1) is also an important “test case” for the general problem
mentioned in the first paragraph.
Throughout affine connections will be assumed torsion free. Two such connections ∇
and ∇′ are said to be projectively related if they share the same geodesics as unparamet-
rized curves. An equivalence class p := [∇] of such connections is termed a projective
structure and a manifold M equipped with such an equivalence class, written (M,p), is a
projective manifold. The equation (1) is a projectively invariant meaning that, when in-
terpreted correctly, it descends to a well defined equation on projective manifolds (M,p),
even though there is in general no distinguished affine connection in p.
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Overdetermined equations are typically best studied by some form of differential pro-
longation where new variables are introduced to produce a first order closed system (see
e.g. [5]). Because equation (1) is projectively invariant this prolonged system is handled
naturally by the projective tractor calculus as presented in [1]. In fact (1) falls into the
class of first BGG equations [17, 18, 13, 14]. Associated with any first BGG equation
there is a canonical invariant differential operator called a (first) BGG splitting operator
which, informally speaking, maps the domain section to its prolonged variable system.
In particular in this case there is a projectively invariant second order operator ζ 7→ L(ζ)
and L(ζ) takes values in the second symmetric power of the standard projective tractor
bundle S2T . The solution ζ is normal if L(ζ) is parallel for the tractor connection, but
here we do not restrict to normal solutions. These objects are introduced in Sections 2
and 3 below, but the important thing at this stage is that they are canonically associ-
ated to the projective manifold and on an n-manifold the standard tractor bundle T has
rank n+ 1. For sections of S2T there is a canonical (projectively invariant) determinant
available and so it is natural to consider the composition of this with the L(ζ)
(2) ζ 7→ L(ζ) 7→ detL(ζ).
Now a key point. If ζ is a maximal rank solution of (1) then det(L(ζ)) is, up to a non-zero
constant, a multiple of the scalar curvature of the corresponding metric g with inverse
g−1 = sgn(τ)τζ [12]. However the determinant (2) is well defined even where ζ is not of
maximal rank. Thus it is natural to consider solutions ζ of equation (1) satisfying the
condition that detL(ζ) is nowhere zero, i.e. with L(ζ) of maximal rank, but with no a
priori restriction on the rank of ζ . Note that this is a generic condition. Furthermore it is
a generalization of constant scalar curvature, but where ζ is allowed to have a non-trivial
degeneracy locus. With τ = det(ζ), as above, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 1.1. Let (M,p) be an n−dimensional projective manifold equipped with a solu-
tion ζab of the metrizablility equation such that R(L(ζ)) = n+ 1. If L(ζ) is definite then
the degeneracy locus D(ζ) is empty and (M,p, ζ) is a Riemannian manifold with inverse
metric g−1 = sgn(τ)τζ. If L(ζ) has signature (p + 1, q + 1), with p, q ≥ 0, then D(ζ) is
either empty or it is a smoothly embedded separating hypersurface such that the following
hold:
(i) M is stratified by the strict signature of ζ as a (density weighted) bilinear form on
T ∗M with the partition of M given by
M =
∐
i∈{+,0,−}
Mi
where ζ has signature (p+1, q), (p, q+1),and (p, q, 1) on M+, M−, and M0, respectively.
(ii) M0 has a conformal structure of signature (p, q).
(iii) On M±, ζ induces a pseudo-Riemannian metric g±, of the same signature as ζ, with
inverse g−1± = sgn(τ)τζ |M±.
(iv) If M is closed, then the components (M\M∓,p) are order 2 projective compactifica-
tions of (M±, g), with boundary M0.
Theorem 1.1 is a summary of the results obtained in Lemma 4.5 and Theorem 4.6. With
reference to the first statement in the Theorem, note that if L(ζ) is negative definite then
the corresponding metric g is also negative definite. We denote the signature of a real
symmetric bilinear form by (p, q, r), where p, q and r are the number, counting multipli-
city, of positive, negative, and zero eigenvalues, respectively, of any matrix representing
the form once a basis has been chosen. When r = 0 we omit it. We define a hypersurface
to be a smoothly embedded submanifold of codimension 1.
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Next to make contact with scalar-flat metrics we must consider solutions ζ with
detL(ζ) = 0. On the other hand rank(ζ) ≤ rank(L(ζ)) so the case of interest is
rank(L(ζ)) = n. Note that this is a generic case among solutions with detL(ζ) = 0.
In this setting the geometries involved differ to those above, and there can be a finer
stratifcation:
Theorem 1.2. Let (M,p) be a projective manifold equipped with a solution ζ of the
metrizablility equation such that L(ζ) has signature (p, q, 1). If D(ζ) = ∅, then ζ induces
a scalar-flat pseudo-Riemannian metric of signature (p, q) on M . Otherwise, if ∅ (
D(ζ) (M , then the following hold:
(i) D(ζ) is a smoothly embedded hypersurface. If M and D(ζ) are orientable then D(ζ) is
separating and M is stratified according to the strict sign of a canonical projective density,
σ, that is locally a square root of det(ζ) or −det(ζ). The partition of M is given by
M =
∐
i∈{+,0,−}
Mi
with σ > 0 on M+ and σ < 0 on M−, and σ = 0 on M0 = D(ζ).
(ii) M0 is totally geodesic and inherits a projective structure pˆ.
(iii) On M±, ζ induces a scalar-flat pseudo-Riemannian metric g±, of the same signature
as ζ, with inverse g−1± = sgn(τ)τζ |M±, where τ := det(ζab). If M is closed, then the
components (M\M∓,p) are order 1 projective compactifications of (M±, g), with boundary
M0.
(iv) (M0, pˆ) inherits a solution ζˆ = ζ |Σ of the metrizability equation and Σ := M0 de-
composes into
Σ =
∐
i∈{+,0,−}
Σi
according to the strict signature of ζˆ, where Σ+ and Σ− are the components with ζˆ of
signature (p, q− 1) and (p− 1, q), respectively. Further Σ0 inherits a conformal structure
(Σ0, c) of signature (p− 1, q − 1).
The results in Theorem 1.2 hold locally regardless of orientability of M and D(ζ). The
components M+, M0, and M− in the above theorems are not necessarily each connected.
Theorem 1.2 is a summary of the results obtained from Theorem 4.11, Proposition 4.12,
and Theorem 4.14. An interesting feature of the development of these results is that it
involves a detailed treatment of highly non-linear relationships between different linear
geometric partial differential equations.
In [12] it is shown that if the interior of a manifold with boundary is equipped with
a pseudo-Riemannian metric satisfying a non-vanishing scalar curvature condition and
whose Levi-Civita connection does not extend to the boundary, while its projective struc-
ture does, then the metric is projectively compact of order 2. From Theorem 1.2 follows
an analogue of that result for metrics of zero scalar curvature.
Corollary 1.3. Let M be an orientable, connected manifold with boundary ∂M and
interior M , equipped with a scalar-flat pseudo-Riemannian metric g on M , such that its
Levi-Civita connection ∇g does not extend to any neighborhood of a boundary point, but
the projective structure p := [∇g] does extend to the boundary. Let τ := vol(g)− 2n+2 .
Then ζab := τ−1gab extends to the boundary. If L(ζab) has rank n on M , then (M, g) is
projectively compact of order 1.
The condition that L(ζab) have rank n onM implies that the scalar curvature is identically
zero on M .
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Insight and further motivation for the work here is provided by the models for these
structures. Just as the usual round sphere is a compact homogeneous model for Rieman-
nian geometry there are corresponding compact models for the structures captured in
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, as follows.
The standard homogeneous model for projective geometry is the n-sphere arising as
the ray projectivization Sn = P+(R
n+1) of Rn+1 (i.e. the double cover of RPn+1). The un-
parametrized geodesics are the embedded great circles. On this the group G = SL(Rn+1)
acts transitively. Now suppose we fix on Rn+1 a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form
h of signature (p+ 1, q+ 1). In G consider the subgroup H := SO(h) ∼= SO(p+ 1, q+ 1)
fixing h (so p + q = n − 1). This acts on the projective sphere Sn but now with orbits
parametrized by the strict sign of h(X,X) where X denotes the homogeneous coordinates
of a given point on Sn. The projective sphere Sn equipped with this action of H and
accompanying orbit decomposition is the model for the structure discussed in Theorem
1.1. This follows easily from the tractor approach that we use with the interpretation
of the tractor bundles over the homogeneous space G/P . (So the Theorem also reveals,
for this model, the general features of the orbits and the geometries thereon.) In fact,
h−1 = L(ζ) where ζ is the corresponding solution of (1) and, in the language of [16],
this is a holonomy reduction of a flat Cartan geometry (namely G → Sn). Turning this
around we see that the Theorem 1.1 shows that solutions ζ of equation (1), satisfying
that det(L(ζ)) is nowhere zero, provide well behaved curved generalizations of this model
even though ζ is not required to be normal (i.e. L(ζ) is not required to be parallel).
Next consider again Sn = P+(R
n+1) and acting on this the group G as above. Consider
now a rank n symmetric bilinear form k on (Rn+1)∗, of signature (p, q, 1), and a covector
0 6= u ∈ (Rn+1)∗ satisfying k(u, ·) = 0. The subgroup H < G simultaneously fixing k
and u is a copy of the pseudo-Euclidean group SO(p, q) ⋊ Rn, and Sn with this action
is the model for the structure treated in Theorem 1.2. In this case L(ζ) = k where
ζ is a corresponding solution of (1), again these claims follow easily from the general
theory in [14], namely that each component of the manifold decomposition corresponds
to an orbit on the model, together with our results in Section 4.2. Thus Theorem 1.2
shows that solutions to (1) with rank(L(ζ)) = n, at all points, are curved generaliza-
tions of this model. These are well behaved in the spirit of the results in [13, 14] but
without the assumption of solution normality. Furthermore, the corollary shows that
we obtain a projective compactification that generalizes the model case. In the model
case we identify both the lower and upper hemispheres of Sn, via central projection, with
indefinite pseudo-Euclidean n-space, E(p,q). Then, via this construction, the boundary of
projectively compact pseudo-Euclidean space is identified with the closed equatorial H
orbit, Sn−1, which is itself a lower dimensional copy of the model discussed previously,
and hence decomposes into SO(p, q) orbits.
This result, that the Theorems show the structures we consider generalize in a very
precise way these orbit decompositions, demonstrates that the structures we consider (i.e.
projective manifolds equipped with solutions of (1) satisfying the given constant rank
conditions on their prolonged systems L(ζ)) are sound and interesting. The existence of
curved examples follows at once from the examples of projectively compactified metrics
discussed in [10, 11]. The assumption in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 that L(ζ) has constant rank
(n+1 and n respectively) is, in the language of [14, 13] a constant G-type assumption. (On
connected manifolds this is clearly automatic for normal solutions.) On a Riemannian
manifold the scalar curvature can be locally almost any function, as is clear from the
results Kazdan and Warner on prescribed scalar curvature [34, 35]. This shows that
there are solutions of equation (1) where the rank of L(ζ) moves between (n + 1) and n
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in a very complicated manner. So it would seem that the fixed-rank G-type assumptions
are necessary to get a reasonable theory.
The structure of the article is as follows. In the Section 2 we briefly review projective
tractor calculus and projective compactification. These provide the framework and com-
putational tools we utilize. In Section 3 we describe BGG machinery and develop two
examples that are relevant to our later results. Finally, in Section 4, we state and prove
the main results.
2. Projective Tractor Calculus and Projective Compactification
Let M be a manifold of dimension n ≥ 2, equipped with p, a projective class of
torsion free affine connections. Then the pair (M,p) is called a projective manifold.
Connections in the projective class p have the same geodesics up to reparametrization
(i.e. as unparametrized curves). Two such connections ∇,∇ ∈ p are explicitly related by
the formula
∇aY b = ∇aY b +ΥaY b +ΥcY cδba,
and its dual
∇aub = ∇aub −Υaub −Υbua
for Y ∈ Γ(TM), u ∈ Γ(T ∗M), and for some one-form Υ ∈ Γ(T ∗M). The indices in the
above formulae are abstract indices.
We will use Penrose abstract index notation when convenient. So for example Ea and
Ea are alternative notations for TM and T ∗M respectively. Contraction is indicated by
repeated indices in the usual way. We symmetrize over abstract indices contained in
parentheses and skew over indices contained in square brackets, e.g. T(ab) =
1
2
(Tab + Tba)
and S[ab] =
1
2
(Sab − Sba).
In our treatment an important role is played by the links between metrics and projective
structure. For details on metrics and Einstein metrics in projective geometry see e.g.
[15, 22, 26, 27, 28].
2.1. Tractor bundles and tractor connections. The basic invariant calculus on pro-
jective manifolds is the so-called projective tractor calculus [1, 15] and we briefly recall
this here. Let E(1) be the (2n+2)th root of the naturally oriented lined bundle (ΛnTM)2,
and by E(w) := (E(1))w we will denote the wth power of E(1), for w ∈ R. Then we write
B(w) := B ⊗ E(w) for any bundle B. Note that any affine connection acts on (ΛnTM)2
and hence on its roots E(w).
The cotractor bundle EA is defined by
EA := J1(E(1)),
where J1(E(1)) denotes the bundle of 1-jets of sections of E(1). The short exact sequence,
usually called the jet exact sequence at 1-jets,
0→ Eb(1)→ J1(E(1))→ E(1)→ 0(3)
describes the filtration structure on the cotractor bundle, in the sense that there is a
subbundle B ⊆ EA, such that B ∼= Ea(1) and EA/B ∼= E(1). A connection on E(1) is the
same as a splitting of the sequence (3), so we will sometimes refer to a choice of connection
in the projective class as a splitting. So given a choice of ∇ ∈ p, EA decomposes as the
direct sum
EA
∇∼= E(1)⊕ Eb(1).
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The standard tractor bundle, EA, is the dual bundle to the standard cotractor bundle
and so has the composition series
0→ E(−1) XA−−→ EA Z
b
A−→ E b(−1)→ 0
where XA and ZbA are projectively invariant. Given a choice of splitting, we denote the
lifting map from the weighted tangent bundle to tractor bundle by WAa : Ea(−1) → EA
and the projection by YA : EA → E(−1). By definition these satisfy the following relations:
XA WAa
YA 1 0
ZbA 0 δ
b
a
We denote sections V A ∈ Γ(EA) and UA ∈ Γ(EA), respectively, by V A = WAa νa +XAρ
and UA = YAξ + Z
a
Aµa. In the presence of a splitting we will often abuse notation and
denote these sections as follows,
V A = WAa ν
a +XAρ
∇
=
(
νa
ρ
)
and UA = YAξ + Z
a
Aµa
∇
=
(
ξ
µa
)
.
When we wish to suppress the abstract indices we will denote the tractor and cotractor
bundles by T and T ∗. respectively.
Associated with a projective structure on an n-dimensional manifoldM is a canonically
determined linear connection ∇T , on the bundle T , known as the normal tractor connec-
tion. In terms of a splitting the tractor and cotractor connection this is given explicitly
by
∇Ta
(
νb
ρ
)
=
( ∇aνb + ρδba
∇aρ− Pabνb
)
and ∇T∗a
(
ξ
µb
)
=
( ∇aξ − µa
∇aµb + Pabξ
)
,(4)
where Pab denotes the projective Schouten tensor as defined in [1] and [16]. We shall be
mainly interested in affine connections ∇ that are special, meaning that ∇ preserves a
volume density. Then, with the curvature Rab
c
d of∇ on TM given by (∇a∇b−∇a∇b)vc =
Rab
c
dv
d, we have (n− 1)Pbd = Ricbd, where Ric is the Ricci tensor Rabad.
Remark 2.1. The normal tractor connection is equivalent to the normal Cartan connec-
tion if we view our projective manifold as a Cartan geometry (G, ω) of type (G,P ) where
G := SL(Rn+1) and P is the parabolic subgroup stabilizing a fixed ray in Rn+1. Then for
any G representation V we say that V := (G ×P G)×G V = G ×P V is a tractor bundle
[14]. The Cartan connection ω extends to a G-principal connection on G ×P G, which in
turn, induces a linear connection on V called the tractor connection. In this language the
standard tractor bundle corresponds to the standard representation of G ∼= SL(n + 1),
i.e. T = G ×P Rn+1.
We will also be using the projectively invariant Thomas D−operator DA : E•(ω) →
E•A(w− 1), as in [1]. Here E• denotes any tractor bundle, and in a splitting DA is defined
by
DAU
• :=
(
ωU•
∇aU•
)
= YAωU
• + ZaA∇aU•,
where ∇ denotes the connection that couples the affine connection of the spliting with the
tractor connection. We are giving the operator both in terms of the matrix presentation
and tractor injectors. Note that in particular this acts on projective densities: DA :
E(ω)→ EA(ω − 1), again given explicitly by σ 7→ YAσ + ZaA∇aσ where now ∇ is simply
the affine connection associated with the given splitting.
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In a splitting, sections HAB ∈ Γ(E (AB)) and HAB ∈ Γ(E(AB)) can be expressed as
follows,
HAB =

 ζ
ab
λa
τ

 := WAc WBd ζcd + 2X(BWA)c λc +XAXBτ and HAB =

 τλa
ζab

 .
(5)
These could also be given by square symmetric matrices, but we use the above “column”
form for ease of readability. For later reference we note that the tractor curvature of
HAB ∈ Γ(E (AB)) is given by
Ω Cab EH
DE = (∇a∇b −∇b∇a)

 ζ
cd
λc
τ

 =

 W
c
ab e ζ
de +W dab e ζ
ce
W cab d λ
d − Yabdζcd
−2Yabcλc

 ,(6)
where W cab d , the projective Weyl tensor is totally trace-free and Yabc := ∇aPbc −∇bPac
is the projective Cotton tensor.
Let ǫ2a1···anb1···bn denote the canonical section of E[a1···an][b1···bn](2n + 2) which gives the
identifying bundle map E [a1···an][b1···bn] → E(2n+ 2). This allows us to define the determ-
inant of weighted contravariant 2-tensors as follows
det : Eab(m)→ E(nm+ 2n + 2)(7)
σab 7→ ǫ2a1···anb1···bnσa1b1 · · ·σanbn .
Next the projectively invariant parallel tractor
ǫ2AB···CDE···E := ǫ
2
b···ce···fY[AZ
b
B · · ·ZcC]Y[DZeE · · ·ZfF ],
which is the square of the tractor volume form in the orientable case, allows us to take
determinants of contravariant 2-tractors,
det : EAB → R
HAB 7→ ǫ2A0···AnB0···BnHA0B0 · · ·HAnBn .
2.2. Projective compactification. Projective compactification is a notion of compacti-
fication for affine connections that is connected to projective differential geometry. It was
introduced in [10] following the observation of special cases in [13, 14, 24]. For pseudo-
Riemannian metrics this is defined in the first instance via the Levi-Civita connection.
First we give some background.
LetM be a manifold and Σ a smoothly embedded submanifold of codimension 1 which
we will call a hypersurface. A local defining function for a hypersurface Σ is a smooth
function r : U → R≥0, defined on an open subset U of M , satisfying Z(r) = Σ ∩ U and
Z(dr) ∩ Σ = ∅ on Σ ∩ U , where Z(−) denotes the zero locus. Then, extending this
concept, a defining density of weight w is a local section σ of E(w) such that σ = rσˆ,
where r is a defining function for Σ and σˆ is a section of E(w) that is nonvanishing
on U . Phrased differently, σ ∈ Γ(E(w)) is a defining density of weight w if it satisfies
Z(σ) = Σ∩U and Z(∇σ)∩Σ = ∅, for some, equivalently any, connection ∇ on E(w). If
σ with these properties is defined globally then M0 := Z(σ) is a separating hypersurface
in that it partitions M into the disjoint union
(8) M =M− ∪M0 ∪M+
of open components M− := {x ∈ M : σ < 0} and M+ := {x ∈ M : σ > 0}, and closed
component M0. The components M−, M0, and M+ are not necessarily connected. Note
M\M± is a manifold with boundary M0.
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On a manifold M , with boundary ∂M and interior M , a connection ∇ on TM is said
to be projectively compact of order α ∈ R+ if for any point x ∈ ∂M there is a local
defining function r : U → R≥0 defined on an open subset U ⊆M containing x such that
the projectively related connection
∇ˆµξ = ∇µξ + dr(µ)
αr
ξ +
dr(ξ)
αr
µ,
defined on U ∩M , is smooth up to the boundary for all vector fields µ and ξ that are
smooth up to the boundary.
Recal that the bundles E(w) are oriented. For any w 6= 0, it is well known, and easily
verified, that any nowhere-vanishing section σ ∈ E(w) determines a connection ∇ in p
characterised by ∇aσ = 0. For 0 6= w ∈ R we call a nowhere vanishing section of E(w) as
well as its corresponding connection ∇σ in p a scale. Note ∇ ∈ p is a scale if and only if
it is special in the sense that it preserves a volume density.
We will use often a characterization of projective compactness from part (ii) of Pro-
position 2.3 in [10]:
Proposition 2.2. Let M be a smooth n–dimensional manifold with boundary ∂M and
with interior M . Let α ∈ R+. Suppose that M is endowed with a projective structure,
and that σ ∈ Γ(E(α)) is a defining density for ∂M . Then one can view σ as a scale
for the restriction of the projective structure to M and the affine connection ∇σ on M
determined by this scale is projectively compact of order α.
Thus in the setting of (8) it follows that (M\M∓, [∇σ]) is the order α projective compac-
tification of (M±,∇σ). For more on projective compactness, see [11].
3. BGG Equations and the Metrizability Equation
Now we give a brief overview of the BGG machinery of [7, 17], drawing from the
summaries in [14, 15] the tools necessary for our purposes. Given a tractor bundle V,
via its tractor connection we form the exterior covariant derivative on V-valued forms to
obtain the de Rham sequence twisted by V.
0 −→ V d∇−→ V ⊗ Ea d
∇−→ V ⊗ E[ab] d
∇−→ ...
Then, via the canonical map
† : Ea → End(T ) given by αa 7→ XBZaAαa
one can construct a special case of the Kostant codifferential ∂∗, that gives a complex of
natural bundle maps on V-valued differential forms going in the opposite direction to the
twisted de Rham sequence,
0
∂∗←− V ∂∗←− V ⊗ Ea ∂
∗←− V ⊗ E[ab] ∂
∗←− ...
The homology of this sequence gives natural subquotient bundles
Hk(M,V) := ker(∂∗)/ im(∂∗).
There are natural bundle projections Πk : ker(∂
∗) ⊆ V ⊗ E[ab...c] → Hk(M,V), from
the indicated V-valued k-forms to the kth BGG homology. Given a smooth section
ρ of Hk(M,V) there is a unique smooth section Lk(ρ) of ker(∂∗) ⊆ V ⊗ E[a...b] such
that Πk(Lk(ρ)) = ρ and ∂
∗(d∇
V
Lk(ρ))= 0. This characterizes a projectively invariant
differential operator L called the BGG splitting operator, or just the splitting operator.
We can then define the kth BGG operator Θk : Hk(M,V) → Hk+1(M,V) by ρ 7→
Πk+1(d
∇VLk(ρ)). It follows from these definitions that parallel sections of V are equivalent
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to (via Π0 and L0) a special class of so-called normal solutions of the first BGG operator
Θ0 : H0(M,V) → H1(M,V) associated with V. Equations induced on the sections of
H0(M,V) by the BGG operator Θ0 are known as (first) BGG equations. Note that the
BGG sequence, given by the BGG operators, is not a complex in general, unless the
connection ∇V is flat.
We consider two related BGG equations, determined via application of the BGG ma-
chinery to EAB and EAB, respectively. The second is the metrizability equation.
Proposition 3.1. Let (M,p) be a projective manifold. The first BGG operator Θ0 :
H0(M, E(AB))→ H1(M, E(AB)), induces the following third order, totally symmetric, equa-
tion on τ ∈ E(2),
∇(a∇b∇c)τ + 4P(ab∇c)τ + 2τ∇(aPbc) = 0.(9)
Proof. Given a section HAB ∈ Γ(E(AB)) we begin by computing ∇T ∗c HAB.
∇T ∗c HAB = ∇T
∗
c

 τλa
ζab

 =

 ∇cτ − 2λc∇cλa + Pcaτ − ζca
∇cζab + 2Pc(bλa)

 .
Then ∂∗(∇T ∗c HAB) = 2(XDZc(A∇T
∗
c HB)D). To explicitly determine the splitting oper-
ator we set ∂∗(∇T ∗HAB) = 0, which yields the following system of equations;
ζab = ∇aλb + Pabτ,
λa =
1
2
∇aτ.
Thus a section in the image of the splitting operator is of the form
HAB = L(τ) =

 τ1
2
∇aτ
1
2
∇a∇bτ + Pabτ

 .
Note that the ZaAZ
b
B component of ∇T ∗c L(τ) is the only non-vanishing component. It is
precisely,
1
2
∇a∇b∇cτ + τ∇aPbc + Pbc∇aτ + 1
2
Pac∇bτ + 1
2
Pab∇cτ.
Via the Kostant codifferential ∂∗ it is straightforward1 to verify that H1(M, EAB) =
E(ab)c(2)/Ea[bc](2) ∼= E(abc)(2). Thus, symmetrizing the expression above, gives
Θ0(τ) := Π1(d
∇L0(τ)) = ∇(a∇b∇c)τ + 2τ∇(aPbc) + 4P(ab∇c)τ.(10)

Proposition 3.2. Let (M,p) be a projective manifold. The first BGG operator Θ0 :
H0(M, E (AB)) → H1(M, E (AB)), induces the following projectively invariant first order
equation on Eab(−2),
∇cζab − 1
n+ 1
δac∇dζdb −
1
n + 1
δbc∇dζad = 0.(11)
1For details see Sec. 3.1 of [10]
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Proof. Let HAB ∈ Γ(E (AB)). Then we compute ∇Tc HAB.
∇Tc HAB = ∇Tc

 ζ
ab
λa
ρ

 =

 ∇cζ
ab + 2δ
(a
c λb)
∇cλa + δac ρ− Pcbζab
∇cρ− 2Pcaλa

 .
Then ∂∗(∇Tc HAB) = ZcDX(A∇Tc HB)D = 0 gives the following system of equations.
∇cζab = −2δ(ac λb),(12)
∇cλa = Pcbζab − δacρ,(13)
Tracing gives
λa =
−1
n+ 1
∇bζab,(14)
ρ =
1
n
Pbaζ
ab +
1
n(n+ 1)
∇a∇bζab.(15)
It follows that a symmetric bilinear form, HAB, on the cotractor bundle in the image of
the splitting operator is of the form
HAB = L(ζab) =

 ζ
ab
−1
n+1
∇bζab
1
n
Pbaζ
ab + 1
n(n+1)
∇a∇bζab

 .
Substituting gives the following first-order BGG equation on E˚ (ab)c (−2) (which denotes
the trace-free component of E (ab)c (−2))
trace-free(∇cζab) = 0⇐⇒∇cζab − 1
n+ 1
δac∇dζdb −
1
n + 1
δbc∇dζad = 0.(16)
Projective invariance follows from a straightforward computation. It is easy to see that
H1(M, EAB) = E˚ (ab)c (−2). So we have given the explicit form ofΘ0(ζab) := Π1(d∇L(ζab)) =
0, which is the metrizability equation (1). Thus the metrizability equation of Mikes and
Sinjukov is seen to be a first BGG equation. 
In summary, we have the following:
Corollary 3.3. Let τ ∈ Γ(E(2)) and ζ ∈ Γ(Eab(−2)). Then their images under their
respective splitting operators, both denoted by L, are given by
L(τ) =

 τ1
2
∇aτ
1
2
∇a∇bτ + Pabτ

 and L(ζab) =

 ζ
ab
−1
n+1
∇bζab
1
n
Pbaζ
ab + 1
n(n+1)
∇a∇bζab

 .
Note that a parallel section of a tractor bundle is necessarily in the image of the splitting
operator.
4. Submanifolds and Stratifications
Recall we denote the degeneracy loci and the zero loci of tensors and densities, respect-
ively, by D(−) and Z(−). Let R denote the map taking a tensor to its rank. We first
consider a very simple case that is related to our study of degenerate solutions to the
metrizability equation.
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Lemma 4.1. Let (M,p) be a projective manifold equipped with τ ∈ Γ(E(2)) such that the
(possibly degenerate) symmetric bilinear form, L(τ), on the tractor bundle, of signature
(p, q, r), satisfies R(∇∇τ) < R(L(τ)) on Z(τ). Then the following hold:
(i) Either τ is nowhere zero or L(τ) is not definite and its zero locus is a smoothly
embedded separating hypersurface M0. If L(τ) has signature (p, q, r) then M is stratified
by the strict sign of the 2-density τ and is partitioned as
M =
∐
i∈{+,0,−}
Mi
with τ > 0 on M+ and τ < 0 on M−, and τ = 0 on M0. The components M+, M0, and
M− are not necessarily each connected.
(ii) If r = 0 and M0 6= ∅ then M0 inherits a conformal structure (M0, c) of signature
(p− 1, q − 1).
(iii) If M is closed, then (M\M∓,p) is a projective compactification of order 2 of
(M±,∇τ ), with boundary M0, where ∇τ ∈ p is the connection that preserves τ away from
Z(τ).
Proof. First we will show that Z(τ) ∩ Z(∇aτ) = ∅. Suppose, for contradiction, that
Z(τ) ∩ Z(∇aτ) 6= ∅. Then, using the formula for L(τ), at x ∈ Z(τ) ∩ Z(∇aτ), HAB
reduces to
L(τ) =

 00
1
2
∇a∇bτ

 ,
giving us that R(∇a∇bτ) = R(L(τ)), a contradiction.
Now, choosing a nonvanishing γ ∈ Γ(E(1)). Then γ−2τ is a defining function for M0,
whence it follows from the implicit function theorem that Z(τ) is a smoothly embedded
submanifold of codimension 1, i.e. a smoothly embedded hypersurface. It is clearly
separating, since ∇τ 6= 0 along Z(τ), so M decomposes as the disjoint union of M+, M0,
and M−.
Thus τ is a defining density of weight 2 for M0, so the claim of projective compactness
of∇τ follows at once from Proposition 2.2. The (possibly degenerate) conformal structure
on the closed component M0 follows by the same argument as in Theorem 3.2 of [13]. 
Our main application of Lemma 4.1 is the following immediate consequence.
Proposition 4.2. Let (M,p) be a projective manifold equipped with τ ∈ E(2) such that
L(τ) is nondegenerate. Then Z(τ) is either empty or it consists of smoothly embedded
hypersurfaces of M .
This generalizes a result from [11] where (M,p) was shown to decompose according to
the strict sign of τ , as in Proposition 4.2, when L(τ) was assumed to be nondegenerate
and parallel. Our proposition here drops the parallel assumption, instead needing only
the nondegeneracy of L(τ).
A projective manifold equipped with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form, L(τ),
on the tractor bundle has a canonical pseudo-Riemannian structure (M±, g) on the open
orbits M± where gab := Pab. The projective Schouten is seen to be nondegenerate since
L(τ) = (τ, 0, Pabτ)
t when working in the scale ∇τ preserving the density τ . It is evident,
by working in the splitting ∇τ and applying the tractor connection, that if the metric g
is preserved by ∇τ , whence ∇τ is the Levi-Civita connection for g, then L(τ) is in fact
parallel. But, in general, the Levi-Civita connection corresponding to this metric need
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not lie in the projective class p (however the structure can still be of considerable interest,
see e.g. [39]).
4.1. Degenerate solutions of the metrizability equation: the order 2 projective
compactification case. Next we will consider the case where we are given a solution
ζ to the metrizability equation and hence a symmetric bilinear form on the cotractor
bundle, given by HAB = L(ζab) ∈ Γ(E (AB)). In this subsection we will address the case
where L(ζab) is everywhere nondegenerate. We will see that, for a solution ζ of the
metrizability equation, nondegeneracy of L(ζ) is enough to imply that the degeneracy
locus of ζab, when nonempty, is a smoothly embedded hypersurface. Where it exists, we
let ΦAB := (H
AB)−1 denote the pointwise inverse of HAB. Given a splitting, say ∇ ∈ p,
H and Φ can be written
HAB =

 ζ
ab
λa
ρ

 and ΦAB =

 τηa
ϕab

 ,(17)
for smooth sections ρ ∈ Γ(E(−2)), λa ∈ Γ(Ea(−2)), ζab ∈ Γ(Eab(−2)), τ ∈ Γ(E(2)),
ηa ∈ Γ(Ea(2)), and ϕab ∈ Γ(Eab(2)).
Proposition 4.3. Let (M,p) be a projective manifold equipped with a section ζab ∈
Γ(E (ab)(−2)), such that HAB := L(ζab) is everywhere nondegenerate. Suppose that the
pointwise inverse of HAB is given by ΦAB, as above, in the splitting determined by a
connection ∇ ∈ p. Then
∇iτ = 2ηi − 2τηcψci − τ 2ωi − χcbi ηcηb
holds for smooth sections χcbi ∈ E cbi (−2), ψci ∈ E ci (−2), and ωi ∈ Ei(−2), where χ is given
by
χcbi = ∇iζcb −
1
n + 1
δci∇dζdb −
1
n + 1
δbi∇dζcd.
Proof. By definition we have
ΦACH
CB = δBA .
Applying ∇Ti to both sides gives
(∇Ti ΦAC)HCB = −ΦAC∇Ti HCB.
Applying ΦBD to each side gives
∇Ti ΦAD = −ΦAC(∇Ti HCB)ΦBD.
By the formula for the tractor connection
∇Ti ΦAD =

 ∇iτ − 2ηi∇iηa + Piaτ − ϕia
∇iϕad + 2Pi(dηa)


and
∇Ti HCB =

 ∇iζ
cb + 2δ
(c
i λ
b)
∇iλc + δciρ− Pibζcb
∇iρ− 2Picλc

 =:

 χ
cb
i
ψci
ωi

 .
Then we compute
∇Ti ΦAD = −ΦAC(∇Ti HCB)ΦBD
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to get the following system of equations
∇iϕad = −2Pi(dηa) − ϕacχcbi ϕbd − ϕacψci ηd − ηaψbiϕbd − ηaωiηd
∇iηa = ϕia − Piaτ − ϕacχcbi ηb − ϕacψci τ − ηaψbiηb − ηaωiτ
∇iτ = 2ηi − 2τηcψci − τ 2ωi − χcbi ηcηb.
The last equation is precisely what we set out to show. 
Note that χcbi = 0 is just the metrizability equation (1). Thus, for a solution ζ
ab of that
equation, along Z(τ) we have
∇iτ = 2ηi.(18)
Lemma 4.4. Let (M,p) be an n−dimensional projective manifold equipped with HAB ∈
Γ(E (AB)), a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on the cotractor bundle, with point-
wise inverse ΦAB. Then D(ζab) = Z(τ) where τ = XAXBΦAB and ζab = ZaAZbBHAB.
Proof. Let Adj(H) denote the tractor field that is given by the adjugate of H in a local
frame. In such a frame this is just the cofactor transpose. This has the property that
Adj(H)ABH
AB = det(H), we compute
det(ζanbn) = ǫ2a0···an−1b0···bn−1Z
a0
A0
· · ·Zan−1An−1Zb0B0 · · ·Z
bn−1
Bn−1
HA0B0 · · ·HAn−1Bn−1
= þXAnXBnǫ2A0···AnB0···BnH
A0B0 · · ·HAn−1Bn−1
= þXAnXBnAdj(H)AnBn
= þ det(H)τ,
and so
(19) det(ζanbn) = þdet(H)τ.
for some non-zero constant þ. The nondegeneracy of HAB allows us to conclude that
Z(τ) = D(ζab). 
Next we show that the equation
∇cHAB + 2
n
X(AW
B)
cE F H
EF = 0,(20)
is equivalent to the prolonged system in [15] corresponding to the metrizability equation,
where W BcE F := Z
e
EΩ
B
ce F , and Ω denotes the tractor curvature.
Notably, a solution HAB of (20) is equivalent to a solution ζab to the metrizability
equation. This is straightforward to check, we just compute the slots and see that they
agree with [15, 22]2. Let us begin by writing
HDE = XDXEρ+ 2X(DWE)e µ
e +WDd W
E
e ζ
de.
Then
HDEΩ Cab E =X
DXC(−2Yabcµc) +XDWCg (W gab d µd − Yabdζcd)
+XCWDd (W
d
ab cµ
c − Yabcζcd) +WDd WCg (W gab e ζde +W dab e ζge).
So,
HDEX(FΩ
C)
ab E =X
DX(FXC)(−2Yabcµc) +XDX(FWC)g (W gab d µd − Yabdζcd)
+X(FXC)WDd (W
d
ab cµ
c − Yabcζcd) +WDd X(FWC)g (W gab e ζde +W dab e ζge).
2Eastwood and Matveev [22] use a slightly different convention for the tractor connection and pro-
jective Cotton tensor.
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Which gives us that
ZbDH
DEX(FΩ
C)
ab E =X
(FXC)δbd(W
d
ab cµ
c − Yabcζcd) + δbdX(FWC)g (W gab e ζde +W dab e ζge)
+X(FXC)(−2Yabcζcb) +X(FWC)g (W gad e ζde).
Thus we see that the slots indeed agree with [15], i.e.
∇c

 ζ
ab
µa
ρ

 = 1
n

 0−W acd e ζde
2Ycbaζ
ba


We are now prepared to prove our first main result, Theorem 1.1, wherein we generalize a
result in [14] showing that an everywhere nondegenerate parallel symmetric bilinear form
on the standard tractor bundle induces a decomposition of the underlying manifold. Note
that in the following Lemma we do not assume that ζ is a solution to the metrizability
equation. Recall the notation of Proposition 4.3.
Lemma 4.5. Let (M,p) be a projective manifold equipped section ζab ∈ Γ(E (ab)) such that
HAB = L(ζab) is everywhere nondegenerate as a symmetric bilinear form on the cotractor
bundle. Denote its pointwise inverse by ΦAB, as above. If Z(τ) ∩ Z(∇iτ) ⊆ Z(χabi ηaηb),
where χ is given in Proposition 4.3, then either ζ is everywhere non-degenerate or its
degeneracy locus is a smoothly embedded separating hypersurface M0. If L(ζ) is definite
then the degeneracy locus is empty, otherwise if L(ζ) has signature (p+ 1, q + 1) then:
(i) M is stratified by the strict signature of ζ as a (density weighted) bilinear form on
T ∗M and the partitioning is
M =
∐
i∈{+,0,−}
Mi
where ζ has signature (p+1, q), (p, q+1),and (p, q, 1) on M+, M−, and M0, respectively.
(ii) If M is closed, then (M\M∓,p) is an order 2 projective compactification of (M±,∇τ ),
with boundary M0.
Proof. Let x ∈ Z(τ)∩Z(∇iτ), if non-empty. It follows that x ∈ Z(χabi ηaηb). Thus, at x,
∇iτ = 2ηi − 2τηcψci − τ 2ωi − χcbi ηcηb
from Proposition 4.3 reduces to
ηi = 0.
This implies that Φ is degenerate, a contradiction. Hence Z(τ) ∩ Z(∇iτ) = ∅. Thus,
by the implicit function theorem, Z(τ) is a smoothly embedded hypersurface. By the
previous Lemma Z(τ) = D(ζab), whereby we conclude that D(ζab) is a smoothly embed-
ded hypersurface with defining density τ of weight 2, from which the order 2 projective
compactness of the open components (M±,∇τ ) follows as in Lemma 4.1. Recall from
Lemma 4.4 that τ is equal to the determinant of ζ up to multiplication by a smooth
nonvanishing function. Thus the manifold decomposes into the claimed disjoint union
according to the strict sign of τ which itself varies according to the strict signature of
ζ . 
The components M+, M0, and M− in the preceding theorem are not necessarily each
connected.
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Theorem 4.6. Under the conditions of the previous Lemma, with also ζab assumed to be
a solution to the metrizability equation (so χabi = 0), the following hold:
(i) D(ζab), if nonempty, is a smoothly embedded hypersurface of M , and M decomposes
according to the previous Lemma 4.5.
(ii) On M±, ζ induces a pseudo-Riemannian metric g± of the same signature as ζ,
where gab± = sgn(τˆ )τˆ ζ
ab|M±, where τˆ := det(ζ). This satisfies ∇g± ∈ p and τˆ is a
projective weight 2 defining density for D(ζab). If M is closed, then (M\M∓,p) is an
order 2 projective compactification of (M±,∇g±), with boundary M0, where ∇g± is the
Levi-Civita connection corresponding to g±.
(iii) M0 inherits a conformal structure with signature (p, q).
Proof. (i) ζab is a solution to the metrizability equation so χabi = 0, whence the result
follows from Lemma 4.5.
(ii) The first statement expresses the standard relation between a solution of (1) and a
metric g± such that ∇g± ∈ p. Via the formula gab± = sgn(τˆ )τˆ ζab|M± it follows that ∇g±
also preserves ζ and τˆ , and that either of the latter characterize ∇g± ∈ p. Next that the
weight 2 τˆ is a defining density for D(ζab) is an immediate consequence of (18) and (19).
Since ∇g± τˆ = 0 and τˆ is a defining density for the smooth hypersurface D(ζab =: M0 it
follows that (M\M∓,p) is an order 2 projective compactification as claimed.
(iii) M0 inheriting a conformal structure follows by showing that ζ has rank k ≥ n − 1
and then that the normal, ∇τ , to the hypersurface, M0, is in the kernel of ζ so ζ is
nondegenerate on T ∗M0 and hence gives a conformal metric.
Given an (n + 1)× (n + 1) matrix of rank m, removing a column (resp. row) reduces
the rank by at most 1. Then removing a row (resp. column) again decreases the rank
by at most one. Hence and n× n submatrix has rank k ≥ m − 2. Picking a local frame
so that ζ and L(ζ) can be presented as a matrices we see that we are in the case where
k ≥ n− 1. Hence R(ζ) ≥ n− 1, so the kernel of ζ has dimension less than or equal to 1.
In particular, when ζ becomes degenerate its kernel has rank 1. Now we show that when
ζ degenerates that its kernel is spanned by ∇τˆ .
The adjugate of ζ is symmetric and on D(ζ) it has rank 1, hence locally it can be
written adj(ζ)ab = αaαb for some 1−form α. Observe that, up to a nonzero constant,
det(ζ) = adj(ζ)abζ
ab. So αaζ
ab = 0 on D(ζ). Then on D(ζ) we have the following:
ζcd∇cτˆ = ζcd∇c(ǫ2a1···anb1···bnζa1b1 · · · ζanbn)
= nζcdǫ2a1···anb1···bnζ
a1b1 · · · ζan−1bn−1(∇cζanbn)
= nζcd adj(ζ)anbn(
1
n+ 1
δanuc∇eζebn + 1
n+ 1
δbnc ∇eζean)
=
n
n + 1
(ζandαanαbn∇eζebn + ζbndαanαbn∇eζean)
= 0.

Let S := det(L(ζab)). In [12] Proposition 3 it was shown that this defines a smooth
function on M that generalizes the notion of scalar curvature. On each of M± it agrees
(up to a constant factor) with the usual scalar curvature of the metric g± (determined
by ζ on M±). But S is well defined where the metric is singular (i.e. on M0). Note
that while the scalar curvature can change sign on M, the generalized scalar curvature S
obviously does not, given our assumptions.
Remark 4.7. Let (M,p) be a projective manifold satisfying the conditions of Theorem
4.6, and assume that ζ is a solution of the metrizability equation. Assume M0 6= ∅,
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so τˆ := det(ζ) is a defining density for M0 regarded as the boundary of the projective
compactification of (M±,∇τ ). In [12] the generalized scalar curvature, S, was shown
to be locally constant and nowhere vanishing on M0. The generalized scalar curvature
being locally constant on M0 is equivalent to the contravariant index of a ζ trace of the
projective Weyl tensor, ξaW cab d ζ
bd, being tangential alongM0 = D(ζbd), for all ξa ∈ TM0.
One can see this as follows:
Since S is locally constant on M0 we know that along vector fields ξ
c ∈ Γ(TM0), the
determinant of HAB has derivative zero. Note that, as seen above, τ := ΦABX
AXB is
also a defining density for M0. So, ∇τ is nowhere zero along M0, for any scale ∇ that is
define in a neighborhood of the boundary. So ∇τ is a (weighted) conormal to M0 and
DA(τ) =
(
τ
∇τ
)
=
(
0
∇τ
)
on M0. Since the Thomas-D operator satisfies the Leibniz rule we see
DAτ = (DAΦBC)X
BXC + 2ΦABX
B.
A straightforward computation shows that (DAΦBC)X
BXC = 0, so that we have DAτ =
2ΦABX
B. Another straightforward computation gives that∇Tc det(HAB) = (∇aτ)W acd e ζde+
2τYcdeζ
de. Of course, along the boundary this reduces to
ξc∇Tc det(HAB) = ξc(∇aτ)W acd e ζde,
where ξc ∈ Γ(TM0) ⊂ Γ(TM). If the contravariant index in the projective Weyl tensor
is tangential then this is certainly zero. On the other hand, if it is equal to zero, then
either the Weyl tensor vanishes in which case the contravariant index it tangential, or it
does not vanish in which case it is forced to be tangential.
We will derive an analogous result, regarding the tangential index of the contracted
Weyl, in the following subsection, where it will play a fundamental role in showing that
the degeneracy locus is totally geodesic.
4.2. Degenerate solutions of the metrizability equation: the order 1 projective
compactification case. We begin with another simple case where we stipulate a fixed
rank condition on the splitting operator applied to a 2-density. Then we will move
to a “dual case” concerning solutions to the metrizability equation which, under new
assumptions, are related to scalar-flat metrics.
Proposition 4.8. Let (Mn,p) be a connected, projective manifold equipped with a section
τ ∈ Γ(E(2)) such that R(L(τ)) = 1. Then either Z(τ) is empty or M is locally stratified
by the strict sign of a canonical 1-density σ, that is locally the square root of τ or −τ .
That is given x ∈M there is an open set U ⊆M containing x such that U is the disjoint
union
U =
∐
i∈{+,0,−}
Ui
with σ > 0 on U+ and σ < 0 on U−, and σ = 0 on U0. If closed, (U\U∓,p) are order 1
projective compactifications of (U±,∇σ), with boundary U0. In any case the latter inherits
a projective structure.
Proof. Let HAB := L(τ). The rank 1 assumption implies that, given any x ∈ M there
is an open neighborhood U of x such that HAB = fVAVB for f nowhere zero and VA
also nonvanishing. We work locally on such an open set. If f < 0, replace τ with its
negative. So, without loss of generality we can take f = 1. Then σ := XAVA =
√
τ .
Clearly Z(σ) = Z(τ). We show that VA = DAσ on the closure of the set U˜ := {x ∈
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U : σ(x) 6= 0} and the hypersurface decomposition follows, as does the order 1 projective
compactification.
Away from Z(τ) we can work in the scale ∇τ ∈ p which preserves τ . Then ∇τ
preserves τ and σ since τ = σ2. Thus it follows that, in the scale ∇τ , DAσ = YAσ.
Working, away from Z(τ), in the splitting ∇τ we see that HAB = (σ2, 0, Pabσ2)t. By
our assumption that this is rank 1, it follows that the projective Schouten vanishes away
from Z(τ), and VAVB = HAB = YAYBτ . So on U\Z(τ) we have HAB = (DAσ)(DBσ).
In order to conclude that Z(σ) is a smoothly embedded hypersurface we will show that
HAB = (DAσ)(DBσ) holds on Z(σ) ∩ U . Then DAσ nonvanishing implies that ∇aσ 6= 0
on Z(σ), and the result follows from the implicit function theorem.
Now the cotractor V , in arbitrary scale, is of the form
VA =
(
σ
µa
)
.
We will show that XB∇cVB = 0. From the formula for the tractor connection this implies
that µa = ∇aσ, whence VA = DAσ. Since the top two slots of ∇cL(τ) vanish, regardless
of rank assumptions on L(τ), by Corollary 3.3, we see, in particular, that
0 = XAXB∇cHAB = 2XAXBVA(∇cVB) = 2σXB∇cVB.
Thus σXB∇cVB = 0. Observe that if U˜ = ∅ then Z(σ) is all of U , implying L(τ) has
rank zero, a contradiction. Thus U˜ is nonempty. It follows, from the continuity of σ, that
U˜ is open. Then on this nonempty open set we see thatXB∇cVB = 0. On the other hand,
the zero locus Z(XB∇cVB) is a closed set, also by continuity. But the smallest closed set
containing a given open set is the closure of that open set, hence cl(U˜) ⊆ Z(XB∇cVB),
implying that on cl(U˜),
VA =
(
σ
∇bσ
)
.
But VA is nonvanishing on U , and in particular, on cl(U˜). Thus ∇bσ 6= 0 on the boundary
of cl(U˜). Thus Z(σ) is is a smooth hypersurface. We can conclude that VA = DAσ
everywhere on the local region where HAB = VAVB.
By Proposition 8 in [11] we know that σPab admits a smooth extension to U0, and by
[12] Proposition 3.1 U0 is totally geodesic if and only if the smooth extension vanishes
identically on U0, where U0 is given in the Proposition statement. But Pab vanishes
identically on the open set U\U0 hence any smooth extension vanishes on this set as well
as its closure (in U), U . We conclude that U0 is totally geodesic, whence it inherits a
projective structure via restriction of the ambient projective structure. Further, since
the Schouten is symmetric it is a scalar multiple of the Ricci, the structure is in fact
Ricci-flat. If Z(τ) is orientable then a consistent choice of sign for σ can be made in
which case the local sections VA can be patched to form a global nonvanishing section
and Z(σ) is a separating hypersurface. 
Next we proceed to considering the case where R(L(ζab)) = n. Note that in this case
the generalized scalar curvature det(L(ζab)) obviously vanishes on all of M since L(ζ) is
corank 1. Thus trivially we have the following:
Proposition 4.9. Let (Mn,p) be a projective manifold equipped with a solution ζ of the
metrizability equation such that R(L(ζ)) = n. Then on M\D(ζab) the metric (inverse)
gab = sgn(τ)τζab corresponding to ζ is scalar-flat.
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Indeed considering ζab away from its degeneracy locus we have gab = sgn(τ)τζab, where
τ = det(ζab). Letting ∇g ∈ p denote the corresponding Levi-Civita connection, and R
its scalar curvature then in the scale determined by g we have, as in [12] Proposition 3,
that
L(ζab) =

 sgn(τ)τ
−1gab
0
1
n
sgn(τ)τ−1R

 .
Since gab is nondegenerate, and L(ζ) is of corank 1, it follows that R = 0. ThusM\D(ζab)
is scalar-flat.
Given a solution ζ of the metrizability equation such that R(L(ζ)) = n, its pointwise
inverse is undefined. So, in order to study the degeneracy locus D(ζab), we form the
adjugate HAB, of HAB := L(ζab) by taking
HA0B0 := ǫ2A0A1···AnB0B1···BnHA1B1 · · ·HAnBn .(21)
Since H has rank n, we have that
HABHBC = 1
n+ 1
det(HAB)δAC = 0.
HAB inherits its symmetry from HAB, as is clear from (21), and is rank 1 by the assump-
tion that HAB is rank n. As a symmetric rank 1 tensor, HAB is certainly locally simple.
So given a point x ∈ M there exists an open set U ⊆ M containing x such that, on U ,
HAB = fIAIB for some smooth function f and cotractor I, both of which must be non-
vanishing since otherwise there would exist points in M with R(L(ζ)) < n, contradicting
our assumption. Then Lemma 4.4 mutatis mutandis, shows that XAXBHAB = det(ζab).
If f > 0 define HAB := HAB and if f < 0 define HAB := −HAB. We call H the
signed adjugate of H . Then H is simple, symmetric, satisfies HABHBC = 0, and locally
HAB = fIAIB for f > 0. So we can smoothly take a square root of f , and absorb
√
f
into I. Thus without loss of generality we can take f to be the constant function 1 and
simply write HAB = IAIB, locally, for a nonvanishing I.
Proposition 4.10. Let (Mn,p) be an projective manifold. Suppose that HAB ∈ Γ(E (AB))
has rank n, with signed adjugate given locally by HAB = IAIB, ζab := ZaAZbBHAB, and
σ := XAIA. Then the following hold locally:
(i) HABIA = 0.
(ii) D(ζab) = Z(σ).
Proof. (i) This follows trivially from the fact that HACHAB = 0.
(ii) This is just a simple computation,
D(ζab) = D(ZaAZbBHAB) = Z(det(ZaAZbBHAB)) = Z(XAXBHAB) = Z(XAXBIAIB)
where the third equality follows from the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
Theorem 4.11. Let (M,p) be a connected, projective manifold equipped with a solution
ζ of the metrizablility equation such that L(ζ) has signature (p, q, 1). If D(ζ) = ∅, then
ζ induces a scalar-flat pseudo-Riemannian metric of signature (p, q) on M . Otherwise,
if ∅ ( D(ζ) ( M , then D(ζ) is a smoothly embedded hypersurface. If M and D(ζ) are
orientable then D(ζ) is a separating hypersurface and stratifies M by the strict sign of a
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canonical 1-density, σ, that is locally a square root of det(ζ) or −det(ζ). The partition
of M is given by
M =
∐
i∈{+,0,−}
Mi
with σ > 0 on M+ and σ < 0 on M−, and σ = 0 on M0.
Proof. Write HAB for the signed adjugate of HAB = L(ζab), as defined above. Then
given any x ∈ M there is an open neighborhood U˜ of x such that HAB = IAIB for a
nonvanishing cotractor IA. We work locally on a fixed such set.
Away from D(ζab) we can work in the scale ∇g ∈ p where τ = det(ζ) and gab =
sgn(τ)τζab. Then ∇g preserves gab, τ , and hence ζ . Further, ∇g preserves σ since
τ = ±σ2. Thus it follows that, in the scale ∇g, DAσ = YAσ and by Proposition 4.9
HAB =WAa W
B
b sgn(τ)τ
−1gab. So
(DAσ)H
AB = YAσW
A
a W
B
b sgn(τ)τ
−1gab = 0.
Since HAB has a one-dimensional kernel and XADAσ = X
AIA we see that DAσ = IA on
U˜ ∩ (M\D(ζab)) so that HAB = (DAσ)(DBσ) on U˜ ∩ (M\D(ζab)). In order to conclude
that Z(σ) = D(ζab) is a smoothly embedded hypersurface we will show that HAB =
(DAσ)(DBσ) also holds on Z(σ) ∩ U˜ . Then DAσ nonvanishing implies that ∇aσ 6= 0 on
Z(σ), and the result follows from the implicit function theorem.
The argument is now similar to that in the proof of Proposition 4.8. The cotractor I,
in any scale, is of the form
IA =
(
σ
µa
)
.
We will show that XB∇cIB = 0, which, according the formula for the tractor connection,
implies that µa = ∇aσ, whence IA = DAσ. We begin by computing,
XAXB∇cHAB = 2XAXBIA(∇cIB) = 2σXB∇cIB.
But we also have that
XAnXBn∇cHAnBn = ±nXAnXBnǫ2A0···AnB0···BnHA0B0 · · ·HAn−2Bn−2(∇cHAn−1Bn−1)
= ∓2XAnXBnǫ2A0···AnB0···BnHA0B0 · · ·HAn−2Bn−2(X(An−1W Bn−1)cE F HEF )
= 0.
Thus we see that σXB∇cIB = 0. Let U := {x ∈ U˜ : σ(x) 6= 0}, and suppose that U is
nonempty. Arguing exactly as in the proof of Proposition 4.8 we conclude that
IA =
(
σ
∇bσ
)
.
We have already that IA is nonvanishing on U˜ , and in particular, on U . Thus ∇bσ 6= 0 on
∂U . Thus Z(σ) is a smooth hypersurface. We can conclude that IA = DAσ everywhere
on the local region where HAB = IAIB.
Then, since∇aσ 6= 0 on Z(σ) it follows that Z(σ) is a smoothly embedded hypersurface
where either σ =
√
det(ζ) or σ = −√det(ζ). If Z(σ) is orientable then a consistent
choice of sign for σ can be made in which case the local sections IA can be patched to
form a global nonvanishing section and Z(σ) is a separating hypersurface. So, provided
that there exists a point x ∈M such that σ(x) 6= 0, the zero locus of σ is nowhere dense
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so we conclude by the implicit function theorem that Z(σ) is a smoothly embedded
hypersurface with σ a defining density of weight 1 for the hypersurface. The claimed
manifold decomposition follows trivially. If no such point exists, i.e if U := {x ∈ M :
σ(x) 6= 0} = ∅ then Z(σ) is all of M . 
As a simple example to show that the hypersurface in the Theorem 4.11 is, in general,
only locally separating consider H ⊆ Rn+1, an n-plane through the origin. Projectivizing
gives RPn−1 ⊆ RPn as a non-separating hypersurface.
In the following we carry forward the notation introduced above in the Theorem 4.11
and its proof.
Proposition 4.12. Let (M,p) be a connected, projective manifold equipped with a solu-
tion ζ of the metrizablility equation such that L(ζ) has signature (p, q, 1) and ∅ ( D(ζ) (
M . Then R(ζ) = n− 1 on an open dense set of Σ := D(ζ). Further, Σ decomposes ac-
cording to the strict sign of a canonical density τˆ ∈ Γ(E(2)|Σ)
Σ =
∐
i∈{+,0,−}
Σi
with τˆ > 0 on Σ+ and τˆ < 0 on Σ−, and τˆ = 0 on Σ0. Moreover Σ0 is a smoothly
embedded hypersurface in Σ.
Proof. Claim 1: R(ζab) ≥ n− 2 on M .
Proof of Claim 1: This follows from the argument used in the proof of part (iii) Theorem
4.6.
Claim 2: The set of points in Σ for which R(ζab) = n − 2 is a smoothly embedded
hypersurface of Σ.
Proof of Claim 2: We work locally as in Theorem 4.11. The section IA ∈ Γ(EA|Σ) gives
a well defined subbundle I⊥ ⊂ EA|Σ given by all V A ∈ EA such that V AIA = 0. Choose
I
A ∈ Γ(EA) such that IAIA = 1. Then δˆAB := δAB − IBI
A
defines a projection from EA
to the subbundle I⊥. Let a hat over a section denote its projection via δˆ to I⊥ or its
dual I⊥. For example writing H
AB := L(ζ), we have HˆAB := δˆAC δˆ
B
DH
CD, but note that in
this particular case HˆAB = HAB as ICH
CB = 0. Observe that, along Σ, XA is in I⊥ so
also XˆA = XA. Then we have a bundle EΣA , where EΣA := i∗(I⊥) ∼= i∗(I
⊥
) and i∗ denotes
the pullback along the inclusion i : Σ →֒ M on Σ, and this evidently has the following
composition series,
0→ EΣa (1)
Zˆa
A−→ EΣA ∼= i∗(I⊥) X
A−−→ EΣ(1)→ 0.
where EΣa is a notation for T ∗Σ. Observe that HˆAB|I⊥ is nondegenerate hence invertible,
because HABIB = 0 and H
AB has rank n. Denote the image of the inclusion of its
pointwise inverse into E(AB)|Σ by HˆAB. Let τˆ := XAXBHˆAB. Then Z(τˆ) is the set of
points in Σ for which X is null with respect to Hˆ . We will show that there exists a
non-zero tangential vector field ξc ∈ Γ(TΣ) such that ξc∇cτˆ is nonzero on Z(τˆ ) whence
we will conclude that Z(τˆ) is a smoothly embedded hypersurface in Σ. In the following
we calculate along Σ. Now for any ξc ∈ Γ(TΣ) we have
ξc∇cτˆ = ξc∇c(XAXBHˆAB)
= XAXBξc∇cHˆAB + 2XAHˆABξc∇cXB
= XAXBξc∇cHˆAB + 2XAHˆABξcWˆBc .
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Observe that, at any point x ∈ Σ0 := Z(τˆ), there exists a ξc such that 2XAHˆABξcWˆBc 6= 0
when τˆ = 0. Otherwise HˆAB would be degenerate, a contradiction. Thus it suffices to
show that XAXBξc∇cHˆAB = 0 on Z(τˆ ). Noting that δˆCA = HˆABHBC we see that
0 = ξc∇cδCA
= ξc∇cδˆCA + ξc∇c(IAIC)
= HˆABξ
c∇cHBC +HBCξc∇cHˆAB + ICξc∇cIA + IAξc∇cIC .
Solving for ξc∇cHˆAD and applying the “Eastwood-Matveev formula” (20) gives us
ξc∇cHˆAD = −HˆCDHˆABξc∇cHBC − HˆCDICξc∇cIA − HˆCDIAξc∇cIC
=
2
n
HˆCDHˆABξ
cX(BW
C)
cE F H
EF − HˆCDICξc∇cIA − HˆCDIAξc∇cIC .
Note that, by the proof of Theorem 4.11, IA = DAσ, hence on Σ it follows immediately
that XA∇cIA = 0 and XAIA = 0. Thus contracting in XAXD with ξc∇cHˆAD gives
XAXDξc∇cHˆAD = 2
n
XAXDHˆCDHˆABξ
cX(BW
C)
cE F H
EF
=
2
n
τˆξcXDHˆCDW
C
cE F H
EF .
So XAXDξc∇cHˆAD = 0 along Z(τˆ ). We conclude that ∇cτˆ 6= 0 on Z(τˆ) implying that
Z(τˆ ) is a smoothly embedded separating hypersurface of Σ with the weight 2 density τˆ
as a defining density for it. The Proposition thus follows. 
Recall that σ is given locally as the square root of det(ζ) or −det(ζ) and that IA =
DAσ. In the following technical lemma we show that the free contravariant index in
ZeEΩ
B
ce FH
EF is “tangential" along the zero locus of σ in the sense that it is in the kernel
of IB.
We will shortly need the following technical result.
Lemma 4.13. Let (M,p) be a connected, projective manifold equipped with a solution
ζ of the metrizablility equation such that HAB := L(ζ) has signature (p, q, 1) and ∅ (
D(ζ) (M . Then, locally, along the zero locus of σ, IBZeEΩ Bce FHEF = 0.
Proof. Denote the signed adjugate of H by H. Given a point x ∈M there exists an open
set U ⊆ M containing x such that HAB = fIAIB. As in Proposition 4.12 we absorb
f into I. We will first show that IBZ
e
EΩ
B
ce FH
EF = 0 on the set U ∩ (Σ\Σ0). Along
Σ = D(ζ) = Z(σ) we have that ζab∇aσ = 0. This follows at once from the fact that
HABIB = 0. But ∇aσ is a (weighted) conormal to the hypersurface, so ζab is tangential
along the hypersurface in the sense that ζab ∈ Γ(S2TΣ) ⊂ Γ(S2TM |Σ). Now we know
the following:
XB0∇cHA0B0 = nXB0ǫ2A0···AnB0···BnHA1B1 · · ·HAn−1Bn−1(∇cHAnBn)
= −2XB0ǫ2A0···AnB0···BnHA1B1 · · ·HAn−1Bn−1(X(AnW Bn)cE F HEF )
= −XB0ǫ2A0···AnB0···BnHA1B1 · · ·HAn−1Bn−1(XAnW BncE F HEF )
= (−1)n+1ǫ2a0···an−1b1···bnZa0A0 · · ·Zan−1An−1Zb1B1 · · ·ZbnBnHA1B1 · · ·HAn−1Bn−1W BncE F HEF
= (−1)n+1ǫ2a0···an−1b1···bnZa0A0 · · ·Z
an−1
An−1
Zb1B1 · · ·ZbnBnHA1B1 · · ·HAn−1Bn−1WBnh W hce f ζef .
Along Σ, this is equal to zero since, locally,
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XB∇cHAB = XB∇cIAIB = σ∇cIA +XBIA∇cIB = 0.
The last equality follows since XB∇cIB = 0, as established in the Proof of Theorem 4.11.
Thus along Σ,
0 = ǫ2a0···anb1···bnζ
a1b1 · · · ζan−1bn−1W bnce f ζef
= ± adj(ζ)a0bnW bnce f ζef ,
where we have used that ǫ2a0···anb1···bnζ
a1b1 · · · ζan−1bn−1 is the adjugate of ζ , up to sign. But
ζ has rank n− 1 on the set Σ\Σ0, whence its adjugate is rank 1 and simple. So, locally,
0 = βaβbW
b
ce f ζ
ef
for some nonvanishing 1-form β. It is clear that βaζ
ab = 0. Since ζab has a rank 1 kernel
on Σ\Σ0 which contains both ∇aσ and βa, they must be proportional. Thus,
0 = (∇bσ)W bce f ζef .
On Σ this is equivalent to
0 = IBZ
e
EΩ
B
ce FH
EF .
By continuity it follows that IBZ
e
EΩ
B
ce FH
EF = 0 on the closure of this set, namely
Σ = cl(Σ\Σ0).

Theorem 4.14. Let (M,p) be a connected, projective manifold equipped with a solution
ζ of the metrizablility equation such that L(ζ) has signature (p, q, 1) and ∅ ( D(ζ) (M .
Then we have the partition of M given by Theorem 4.11 and the following hold:
(i) M0 := D(ζ) is totally geodesic and inherits a projective structure pˆ whose projective
densities agree with the restriction of the ambient projective densities to M0.
(ii) (M±, g±) are each scalar-flat, pseudo-Riemannian manifolds with metric g± of the
same signature as ζ, where gab± = sgn(τ)τζ
ab|M± and τ := det(ζab). Moreover ∇g± ∈ p,
and if M is closed then (M\M∓,p) is an order 1 projective compactification of (M±,∇g)
with boundary M0.
(iii) (M0, pˆ) inherits a solution ζˆ of the metrizability equation and Σ := M0 decom-
poses according to the strict sign of the determinant, τ , of this solution such that (Σ±, gˆ±)
are pseudo-Riemannian for the metric gˆab± := sgn(τ)τ ζˆ
ab. Furthermore, ∇gˆ± ∈ pˆ and
(Σ\Σ∓, pˆ) is an order 2 projective compactification of (Σ±,∇gˆ±) with boundary Σ0. Fi-
nally Σ0 := D(ζˆ), if nonempty, inherits a conformal structure of signature (p− 1, q− 1).
Proof. (i) We will show that, locally along the hypersurface Σ := Z(σ), ξc∇Tc IA ∝ IA
for tangential vector fields ξc ∈ Γ(TΣ). Then, looking at the slots of ξc∇Tc IA and IA, it
follows that∇aσ ∝ ξc∇c∇aσ. This shows Σ is totally geodesic and so inherits a projective
structure (Σ, pˆ = p|TΣ). We work locally with notation as above. Since HAB := L(ζab)
has rank n and HABIB = 0, we need only show that H
ABξc∇Tc IB = 0. We know that
0 = ∇Tc (HABIB) = ∇Tc (HAB)IB +HAB∇Tc IB,
so it is sufficient to show that (ξc∇Tc HAB)IB = 0 for all ξc ∈ Γ(TΣ). By Lemma 4.13 we
know that IBZ
e
EΩ
B
ce FH
EF vanishes on Σ. We also know that XBIB = σ vanishes on Σ.
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Thus, along Σ, we have,
0 = −2
n
ξcX(AΩ
B)
cd EH
DEZdDIB = ξ
c(∇Tc HAB)IB,
as required.
Next we show that the projective densities on Σ, of a given weight, agree with the
densities of the same weight on M restricted to Σ (cf. Proposition 12 of [11]). The
canonical conormal bundle N ∗ ⊂ T ∗M |Σ is defined as the annihilator of TΣ. Then
for the density bundles we have that E(−n − 1)|Σ = ΛnT ∗M |Σ ∼= N ∗ ⊗ Λn−1T ∗Σ =
N ∗⊗EΣ(−n), where where bundles on (Σ,p|TΣ) are denoted by a superscript (or subscript
when convenient) Σ.
Defining na := ∇aσ gives a nowhere vanishing section of N ∗(1) ∼= E(−n)|Σ ⊗ EΣ(n).
This induces a canonical isomorphism E(−n)|Σ ∼= EΣ(−n), and hence E(−1)|Σ ∼= EΣ(−1).
Although IA only exists locally for non-orientable Σ, densities are independent of the
orientability of their base manifold and the above isomorphism of density bundles extends
globally.
(ii) Scalar flatness of the inherited metrics gab± = sgn(τ)τζ
ab|± on the open components
follows from the fact that the scalar curvature is proportional to det(HAB). That g and
ζ have the same signature is clear. Since τ = σ2 it follows that ∇g preserves σ. Of course
∇g± ∈ p, so Then projective compactification of order 1 follows from the fact that σ is a
1-density that is a defining density for M0 (as shown in Theorem 4.11).
(iii) Note that HABIB = 0 implies that H
AB is nondegenerate on the quotient bundle
EΣA of i∗EA. Thus L(ζ) defines a nondegenerate bundle metric on EΣA . HABIB = 0 also
implies that ζab∇aσ = 0 and (∇bζab)(∇aσ) = 0 on Σ, since σ = 0 along Σ. But since ζ
has rank 1 kernel on a dense open subset on Σ and ∇aσ is normal to Σ, it follows that ζ
is nondegenerate on TΣ on a dense open subset of Σ.
Let ∇ˆ := ∇|TΣ denote the connection induced on TΣ along the inclusion i : Σ →֒ M ,
since Σ is totally geodesic. Since (∇bσ)ζab = 0 and ∇σ is a conormal field, we let
ζˆ ∈ S2TΣ denote the symmetric bilinear tensor along Σ given by the restriction of ζab.
We will show that ζˆab is a solution to the metrizability equation, that is
∇ˆcζˆab = 1
n
δˆac ∇ˆdζˆdb +
1
n
δˆbc∇ˆdζˆad,
along Σ. Let na := ∇aσ. We know that naζab = 0 along Σ. We also know that, for
tangential vector fields ξc ∈ Γ(E cΣ) that ξc∇cna ∝ na. So, along Σ, recalling the notation
from (11),
0 = ξc∇c(naζab) = ζabξc∇cna + naξc∇cζab = naξc∇cζab = −2naξcδ(ac λb) = −naξbλa.
So we see that ξc∇cζab and λa are tangential along the hypersurface. Recall from (9) that
the metrizability equation is given by ∇cζab = −2δ(ac λb). Thus along the hypersurface we
have ξc∇ˆcζˆab = −2ξ(aλˆb), where λˆa = − 1n∇ˆcζˆac.
Then, along Σ, ζˆ induces a pseudo-Riemannian structure gˆ±, with Levi-Civita con-
nection ∇g± ∈ p, on Σ\D(ζˆ) by gˆab = sgn(τ)τ ζˆab. By a similar argument to Lemma
4.4 we have that τ := det(ζˆ) and τˆ = XAXBHAB agree up to multiplication by a
nowhere zero function. Thus from Proposition 4.12 Σ0 := D(ζˆ) is a smoothly embedded
hypersurface in Σ with τ a defining density for it. Moreover we have a decomposition
Σ = Σ+ ∪ Σ0 ∪Σ−, according to the strict sign of τ := det(ζˆ), or equivalently, the strict
sign of τˆ := XAXBHˆAB. Since ∇gˆ± evidently preserves τ on Σ \ D(ζˆ) it follows that
(Σ\Σ∓, pˆ) is an order 2 projective compactification of (Σ±,∇g). An argument analogous
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to the proof of part (iii) of Theorem 4.6 shows that the weighted conormal to Σ0 is given
by
∇aτ = 2 adj(ζˆ)ac∇ˆeζˆce,
and so ∇aτ lies in, and hence spans, the kernel of ζˆab, at each point of Σ0. So ζˆab ∈
Γ(S2TΣ0(−2)) is nondegenerate on T ∗Σ0, whence it gives a conformal metric of the
given signature claimed. (It is straightforward to show that E(−2)|Σ0 = EΣ[−2] where
(E [−2])n−2 = ((Λn−2T ∗Σ0)2) is the usual oriented line bundle said to have conformal
weight −2(n− 2), cf. [10].) 
Although not mentioned in the introduction, we note here that the tractor bundles fit
together nicely.
Corollary 4.15. Let (M,p) a projective manifold satisfying the conditions of Theorem
4.14 with EΣ(1) := E(1)|Σ. Then the tractor bundle EΣA = J1EΣ(1) on the hypersurface
M0 := Σ fits into the following commutative diagram, along Σ, where i : Σ →֒M denotes
the inclusion and πˆ denotes the obvious subbundle projection.
0 0
0 EΣ EΣ
0 i∗Ea(1) i∗EA = J1E(1)|Σ i∗E(1) 0
0 EΣa (1) EΣA = J1EΣ(1) ∼= i∗(I⊥)∗ EΣ(1) 0
0 0 0
∼
∇aσ ∇aσ
Za
A
pˆi
XA
Πˆ ∼
Z˜a
A XA
Proof. Along Σ the section ∇aσ trivializes the weighted conormal bundle N ∗(1) whence
we identify it with the trivial bundle EΣ. 
Theorem 5 of [12] shows that if the interior of a manifold with boundary is equipped
with a pseudo-Riemannian metric whose Levi-Civita connection does not extend to
the boundary while its projective structure does, and such that the generalized scalar
curvature is non-zero everywhere (on the manifold with boundary), then the metric is
projectively compact of order 2. Recall that the generalized scalar curvature condition
means that R(L(ζab)) = n + 1 everywhere. We provide the analogue of that result for
scalar flat metrics.
Corollary 4.16. Let M be an orientable, connected manifold with boundary ∂M and
interior M , equipped with a scalar-flat pseudo-Riemannian metric g on M , such that its
Levi-Civita connection ∇g does not extend to any neighborhood of a boundary point, but
the projective structure p := [∇g] does extend to the boundary. Let τ := vol(g)− 2n+2 . Then
ζab := τ−1gab extends to the boundary. If R(L(ζab)) = n on M , then (M, g) is projectively
compact of order 1.
Proof. ∇˜L(τ−1gab) = 0 on M for ∇˜ the “Eastwood-Matveev connection” given by the
left hand side of (20). But this connection is well-defined on all of M so we can extend
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L(τ−1gab) to a smooth parallel section of all of M . As the projecting component, it
follows that ζab := τ−1gab smoothly extends to all of M as well. Clearly, D(ζab) = ∂M ,
since otherwise ∇g would extend smoothly to the boundary, a contradiction. Now the
result follows from Theorem 4.14. 
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